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The second and third generation models were known as the Suzuki Grand Vitara , with the
fourth and current series eschewing the "Grand" prefix. In Japan and a number of other
markets, all generations have used the name Suzuki Escudo. The original series was designed
to fill the slot above the Suzuki Jimny. The first generation was known as Suzuki Sidekick in the
United States. It was also sold as the Santana and in Spain. In the Japanese market, it was also
sold as the Mazda Proceed Levante. The second generation was launched in under the "Grand
Vitara" badge in most markets. The third generation was launched in The fourth generation,
released in , reverted to the original name "Vitara" in most markets, but shifted from an off-road
SUV towards a more road-oriented crossover style. It shares the platform and many
components with the SX4 S-Cross , a compact crossover in a similar class. Escudo was first
introduced in the Japanese domestic market in July The name is derived from the " escudo ",
the monetary unit of Portugal before adoption of the Euro. North American Sidekick became
available for model year as a two-door convertible or hardtop. Three months later a five-door
version with a lengthened wheelbase was introduced; it was sold as the "Escudo Nomade" in
Japan. It was thought that the five-door would overlap with the shorter three-door in the market;
instead, it appealed to a whole new segment and sales in the domestic Japanese market
doubled as a result. European deliveries of the five-door version began in the summer of In
December , a 2. A diesel option arrived in Europe in early In the Vitara received a facelift, which
meant that the V6 was upsized to 2. In Japan, the "Nomade" tag was dropped from the five-door
Escudos. The Sport variant was replaced by the Grand Vitara in There is also a very limited
edition named Vitara Rossini which came in metallic pink with a cream leather interior, only of
this model were produced worldwide. In Australia, there were two models available. The JLX
offered powered windows and body-coloured bumpers. Both versions featured the 1. In May ,
Suzuki introduced the cc J 2. At the same time the five-door models received the cc J 2. Some
of the 1. Many paint or trim or sticker-variants appeared as marketing exercises during the
model's run in Australia. All models in Australia were sold as four-wheel drives. Early 3-door
automatics featured a 3-spd transmission, allegedly derived from a Peugeot unit, which was not
as robust as the later Suzuki-built 4-spd electronic overdrive auto transmission. The rear diff on
the 1st series Vitara was colloquially-known as "the Japanese 9-inch" as it was a very strong
diff and hard to damage, even with oversized tyres. The front diffs were less strong, those with
the aluminium-cased housing the weakest. The front diff with steel housing was not as widely
available but is sought after by modifiers. In Indonesia Suzuki only sold the five-door model,
first introduced as the Suzuki Vitara in August The Suzuki Escudo sales began in early In April ,
Suzuki introduced the Sidekick, a lower specification version of the Escudo, as the entry level
model. Indonesia is the only market in the world which received all three different names of the
Escudo. Later, only 5-door models with the 1. However, due to the much higher price, the Vitara
EPI sold poorly and was later considered a collector item due to its rarity. Also for , the Vitara
got a new interior. The Vitara was an immediate success across Europe. Italy had enacted a law
which allowed off-roaders to bypass EEC quotas on Japanese imports, allowing the Vitara to be
sold there without limits. In , however, Italy's Ministry of Foreign Commerce enacted a law
requiring "at least one differential lock" for a vehicle to be considered an off-roader - a
requirement not met by the Vitara. Thus, from 1 January the Vitara became subject to the quota
in the Italian market as well, as it was now classified as a passenger car. The and have round
headlights and taillights, and is the only version of the car to have fog lights fitted in the front
bumper from factory. The Spanish-built Vitara models, on the other hand, look nearly identical
to the Japanese-built models, sporting a Suzuki logo in the grille. Steel and paint quality is
different between the Spanish and Japanese-built models, both commonly found throughout
Europe. In addition, these vehicles had less insulation than the Japanese ones since they were
built for warmer climates. Some of these have also been exported to South America. Some of
the notable differences between the Japanese and Spanish models are different wheels,
different paint schemes and details, different side plastic trim, interior details on the Spanish
ones in fake wood, and the VIN code letters. In the United Kingdom, two additional body kit
models were offered. Some two-door models were sold with an OEM body kit called Wideboy,
which had wider wheel arches, sidesteps and 8 inch wide alloy wheels. It was a Santana-built
3-door tintop Vitara panel van, with no rear windows. The Vitara Commercial had the JX 1. In
Norway, a modified version of the 5-door version with a taller glass fibre roof were sold with
green van registration plates to bypass some tax laws. These models had no rear seats and a
grille separating the front seats and the rear compartment. In addition, these had longitudinal
roof rails and special custom made, removable transverse roof bars. Many of these were later
converted to 5-seat passenger cars with normal white registration plates. Another modified
version of the 5-door was available in the Netherlands. It was a van similarly to the Norwegian
one, but had a different glass fibre roof replacement. Suzuki announced the second generation

model on 18 January Slightly larger, more expensive, and more powerful, it used a light-duty
automobile-type rack-and-pinion steering box instead of the recirculating ball truck unit used in
the first generation. In most international markets the name "Grand Vitara" was adopted. In
many markets it was originally only available with larger two litres and up engines while the
earlier Vitara was still available with smaller engines. In the United Kingdom, a 1. It received its
facelift in and again in As of , the smaller Suzuki Vitara has been withdrawn from the North
American market. Sales were slow, with just 4, sold in for the United States. In Canada, sales
were strong. The soft-top was only built in North America, with European export models
assembled in Canada. The three-door wagon was brought in from Japan for European buyers
and sold alongside the Canadian-made convertibles. In , The Grand Escudo arrived, a longer,
slightly larger, pricier and more powerful version of the regular five-door. An all new redesigned
Grand Vitara called Escudo in some markets was introduced for the model year. The third
generation received significant changes over the outgoing model. The ladder-frame
construction was replaced with unibody construction which featured a unique built-in ladder
frame to improve stiffness and ground clearance while also reducing the floor height. The
engine and transmission are longitudinally mounted unlike most front-wheel drive based
compact SUVs in its class. Engines are available with either a 5-speed manual or 5-speed
automatic transmission. The Grand Vitara is available in both rear-wheel drive only models for
the Australian market or with a 4-mode all-wheel drive system. The most widely available
Escudo is the 5-door version, but a three-door version is also available in some markets. In
some markets the three-door variant drops the "Grand" to be branded simply "Vitara". In some
countries, including Chile the 5-door version is named "Grand Nomade". A commonly held
misconception is that the third generation Grand Vitara is related to the GM Theta platform. The
two are completely unrelated and were developed separately by GM and Suzuki and share no
components. In the second half of , the Suzuki Grand Vitara was given a facelift and two new
engines. A Suzuki 2. The previous 2. Fuel economy has also been improved with the addition of
VVT to both engines and the 1. Safety has also been improved with more air-bags and traction
control being standard on all models. The four mode four-wheel-drive system is also available
on all models. It features a lockable central differential along with low ratio gears. Subtle
improvements were made on the exterior of the car such as indicators in the door mirrors and a
more pronounced front grille and bumper. The interior also saw a lot of more aesthetically
pleasing changes. In the second quarter of for the model year, Suzuki unveiled a facelift Escudo
with new wheels, a new grille and front lights. The V6 engine was discontinued from here on.
Starting with this facelift, the Grand Vitara in Indonesia is now a rebadged Escudo, imported
from Japan. The maximum power produced by this engine was The model was available in
5-speed manual transmission and 4-speed automatic. Suzuki officially discontinued the third
generation Escudo in Japan in April however it would continue in production for export. In
Indonesia, the third generation Grand Vitara was discontinued in It was no longer listed on the
Suzuki Philippines website, as of January , indicating that it was no longer available. As of July ,
the Grand Vitara was removed from the Suzuki Australia website and it had been withdrawn
from sale, and in South Africa, it was officially discontinued in October with sales well into
There are currently four different engines available, the 1. The transmission choices are a
5-Speed Manual or a 4-Speed Automatic Transmission depending on engine and market. Some
markets do not offer the 5-Speed Manual, and only offer a 4-Speed Automatic. The 1. The
Base-spec 5-Door also has this engine in El Salvador. This engine is only available in
conjunction with a 5-Speed Manual. The 2. In Bangladesh, this is the only engine available in
conjunction with a 4-Speed Automatic and a 5-Door body. It is also the only engine available in
some markets. In all other countries where it is available, only the 5-Door version is available.
The fourth generation Vitara was presented at the Paris Motor Show. A 6-speed automatic
transmission with paddle shifters is also available for the 1. Suzuki released a special version of
the fourth generation Suzuki Vitara called the Vitara S or Vitara Sport in some markets. The
Vitara S features a 1. The engine, shared with the Suzuki SX4 S-Cross facelift , is paired to a
six-speed automatic transmission as standard. It was first available in 4WD "Allgrip" only until
summer and after that again since ; starting with autumn the 2WD system is available for the S
variant. Suzuki unveiled a renewed version of the Vitara at the Paris Motor Show [68] [69] in
milestone of its 30th anniversary in The conventional digital multi-information display was
replaced with a 4. Like the Jimny and Swift , Suzuki Safety Support was also adopted for the
model which includes a collision avoidance system Dual Sensor Brake Support and a traffic
sign recognition function. A limited edition was made specifically for Mexico named "Cristal". It
is only limited to units. In , Suzuki built a twin-engined Escudo to compete in hillclimbing. It
featured two turbocharged 1. For , Suzuki produced a new Escudo for hillclimbing which had a
single twin-turbocharged 2. Again driven by Nobuhiro Tajima, it finished second overall at Pikes

Peak in , and , and won the Queenstown Gold Rush International Hill Climb outright in , and A
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fastest-growing vehicle segments is the small SUV. Suzuki's Vitara is definitely small, but
there's no reason that it should be contributing to mini-ute sales growth charts unless
somebody out there really wants a convertible SUV and can't afford a Jeep Wrangler. As the
mini-ute category heats up, the older Suzuki is beginning to show its age when compared to the
young blood in the category. Unlike many of today's unibody mini-SUVs built on car platforms,
the Vitara boasts full body-on-frame construction. Only by careful tuning of the suspension and
steering has Suzuki been able to mask the old-tech underpinnings, resulting in decent ride and
handling. The Vitara comes in two variations: a two-door soft top and a four-door model and
both can be ordered in either JLS two-wheel drive or JLX trim four-wheel drive.
Four-wheel-drive models benefit from a low-range transfer case for extreme off-road conditions.
Last year, power came in the form of either a 1. It generates hp and pound-feet of torque and is
mated to a standard five-speed transmission or optional four-speed automatic. The two-door
Vitara allows you to fold back the durable canvas top for a sunroof effect or completely remove
the cover for convertible-like exposure. For some, this feature is a major selling point, while
others might bemoan the two-door for its scant Stowing the rear seat provides a nearly flat load
floor, but maximum cargo space The styling of the Vitara is clean, with smooth curves and
rounded features. The front end features large multi-reflector headlights and a restyled
monotone grille. Standard equipment on all Vitaras is extensive. Aluminum alloy wheels are
offered as an option. Although the Vitara does possess durable truck-like underpinnings,
anyone looking to do some serious off-roading would be better served with a Jeep Wrangler. In
all other aspects, the Vitara falls well short of its more modern, more powerful competitors.
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tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
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few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
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up the Suzuki Vitara. Read less. This vehicle has alot of get up ang go for a 4 cyclinder. The ride
is really good to. For the money i think i made the right choice. The 4 wheel drive will be nice in
the winter. I have enjoyed my Vitara since I purchased new of the showroom floor. I will have to
say the up keep and cost have been a little intense since K miles but well worth the trade off.
The fuel tank wires frayed easy fix , Alternator new brushes Still running strong. Ive change the
front brakes 3x and finally went to cryo rotors with synth pads. Not bad in my book. See all 14
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ve will be nice in the winter. I have enjoyed my Vitara since I purchased new of the showroom
floor. I will have to say the up keep and cost have been a little intense since K miles but well
worth the trade off. The fuel tank wires frayed easy fix , Alternator new brushes Still running
strong. Ive change the front brakes 3x and finally went to cryo rotors with synth pads. Not bad
in my book. The vehicle has been a pleasant surprise in comparison with the Jeep Wrangler. It
has less than half the turning radius of a Jeep Wrangler. The rack-and-pinion steering has a
more precise feel. The torquy valve DOHC 2 liter four breathes freely at top end. Too bad Jeep
doesn't make this little 4-wheeler! Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the Vitara. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all Vitaras for sale.
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